The Jellyfish and the Turtle!

By Jae .D.

Down, down, down in the sea jellyfish was challenging some sea creatures to have a race. No one wanted to go in the race except for the turtle. This made the jellyfish so happy because he knew he was going to win, like he always did.

The next day they had the race. The starfish said, “Ready, set, go.” The jellyfish sped off as fast as he could. The turtle was losing by miles. Then the speedy jellyfish saw some children’s feet. They distracted him and he stopped to tickle them. Meanwhile the turtle sneaked passed the jellyfish (while he was not watching).

Then the jellyfish remembered the race. But he was too late. The jellyfish looked ahead and could only watch as the slow but steady turtle crossed the finish line.

The moral is plodding wins the race.